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Background, Challenge or Opportunity:
CCHCM clinicians have a productivity expectation of achieving the 75% AAAP metric for their respective specialty, for RVU generation in an academic year. Despite institutional guidelines for required time spent in clinic (based on clinical FTE) per academic year, there is inconsistency across divisions with regards to how productivity is measured, tracked, and reported back to clinicians and institutional leadership. Dashboards, if they exist, vary considerably across divisions. Inconsistency and variability occurs across several areas, including how clinical effort is measured, how productivity is tracked, and how productivity information is shared and incentivized.

Improving consistency in productivity measurement has far reaching implications, including improved performance across divisions, improved access, improved revenue, and improved understanding of non-clinical effort.

Purpose/Objectives:
Develop a model for determining clinical effort, tracking clinician productivity, and providing feedback to clinicians, and ultimately to institutional leadership.

Methods/Approach:
Initial approach was to develop and test a process in the Division of Developmental and Behavioral Pediatrics (DDBP) for tracking clinician productivity, with planned spread to other divisions. In DDBP, it became quickly apparent that faculty and staff clinicians were uninformed with regard to RVU based productivity measurement. The following strategies were employed: RVU presentation to DDBP medical faculty and staff clinicians; establishment of DDBP productivity work group; development and testing of productivity dashboards (after review of other dashboards from other CCHMC divisions); meeting with other CCHMC Division Directors to share learnings from DDBP work on clinician productivity; testing clinician dashboards and/or RVU presentation in other divisions

In addition, this project was discussed with Department of Pediatrics Chairwoman, Dr. Peggy Hostetter, who was highly supportive and provided direction and guidance.

Outcomes and Evaluation Strategy:
One primary outcome will be the utilization of one clinician productivity dashboard across the institution. Additional outcomes, as was the case in DDBP, will be improved provider productivity, improved patient access, and improved clinical revenue.
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Background

Clinicians in academic medical centers are under increasing pressure to meet specific productivity targets. Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center (CCHMC) clinicians are required to meet or exceed the 75% for RVU generation, based on AAAP metrics. Clinicians in the Division of Developmental and Behavioral Pediatrics (DBBP) were not meeting this metric in FY 2014. As DBBP leadership began investigating reasons for poor productivity performance, they found that a consistent system across CCHMC clinical divisions does not exist for measuring, and tracking clinician productivity, nor for sharing productivity information with faculty and staff clinicians.

Method

- Review institutional process for determining clinical effort
- Develop presentation on clinical effort and RVUs to DBBP clinicians
- Review clinician dashboards from other clinical divisions (Division of Behavioral Medicine and Child Psychology)
- Develop and test productivity dashboards with DBBP clinicians (MDs and APNs first, followed by psychologists and speech language pathologists)
- Survey DBBP clinicians regarding satisfaction with productivity measurement process
- Meet with three other clinical division leadership teams to share information and experience with productivity process, and learn about their process (Infectious Disease, Adolescent Medicine, Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation)

Results

- DBBP clinicians improved productivity significantly, as measure by RVU per clinical FTE (CFTE)
  - FY 2014 RVU/CFTE - 2621.08
  - FY 2014 RVU 75% - 3910
  - FY 2015 RVU/CFTE - 3953.53
  - FY 2015 RVU 75% - 3542
- DBBP clinicians and leadership found dashboards very informative- allowed for more targeted interventions to improve productivity
- DBBP revenue improved (FY 13 net loss, FY 14 net gain, FY 15 projected to beat budget)
- DBBP maintained gains in access despite loss of providers
- Successful meetings with three other clinical divisions (Infectious Disease, Adolescent Medicine, Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation). Other division directors highly interested in productivity process; collaboration across business leadership teams started.

Conclusion

Standardizing the process for measuring and sharing clinician productivity can result in improved productivity and revenue for clinical divisions, and provide institutional leadership with a consistent format for clinician level data.

Next Steps

- Meet with additional divisions
- Present at Divisional Leadership Meeting
- Continue to refine DBBP Productivity Dashboard; develop model aligned with institutional dashboards